EPR Architects is an award-winning practice
with a well-established reputation for quality
and sustainable architecture, masterplanning
and interior design thanks to our extensive
experience delivering an array of building
typologies across workplace, lifestyle
and hospitality sectors.

King’s Road Park
Fulham Gasworks
King’s Road Park is a 17.35-acre
regeneration scheme in Fulham
comprising 24 building plots. The
scheme will provide 1,800 private
and affordable homes set within
6.67-acres of new public realm,
including a public park that houses
the oldest gas holder in the world.
EPR has been appointed to
design and deliver Phase 1, which
comprises 345 apartments across
three buildings, including a private
landscaped podium garden, wet and
dry residents’ facilities, ground-floor
commercial space and a sitewide basement. The development
enhances permeability across
a previously industrial site and
improves connectivity between the
King’s Road and Imperial Wharf.
EPR is also the interior designer for
the 2,000m2 residents’ facilities that
include a lounge, courtyard garden,
spa, naturally lit swimming pool,
gym, cinema, private dining, games
room and golf simulator.

60 London Wall
City of London
‘The design creates a collaborative
EPR’s designs for 60 London Wall
workplace addressing the everwill see a complete rework of a
evolving City of London. Large
postmodern office building at the
floorplates open up to extensive
heart of the traditional prime core
terraces, creating sky gardens
of the City of London, occupying a
to be enjoyed and used as a place
prominent 1.3-acre corner site.
The project will extensively refurbish, of work in the heart of the City.’
reconfigure, reinvent and reposition
Jason Balls
the building; stripping it back to
Main Board Director, EPR Architects
the frame and re-coring to provide
and BCO Board of Management Officer
efficient high-quality modern
workplace accommodation with
a prime retail offering at groundfloor level.

Mixed-Use Development
London

This residential-led mixed-use
scheme will provide approximately
1,100 homes of a mix of unit types
and tenures, 1,000m2 of commercial
space and 250m2 of community
space. 35% of the homes will be
affordable in order to cater for young
families and working professionals.

The scheme will deliver a vibrant,
aspirational neighbourhood which
will benefit new and existing
communities, acting as a catalyst
to unlock potential for future
regeneration and to improve
community green spaces including
a new ‘town square’ space.

‘We are proud to give staff time to participate
in voluntary work to assist other industry
organisations and a range of charitable
endeavours including our weekly volunteer
work at The Passage; a homeless shelter in
Victoria which provides resources to support
and challenge homeless people to transform
their lives.’

The Passage, Westminster

Stephanie Nell
Associate, EPR Architects

‘We work in collaboration with local
groups, charities, our clients, and industry
associations in the pursuit of shared social
value. We are delighted to be supporters
and contributors to many successful
initiatives, helping to empower our
staff and support communities.’

James Everitt
Main Board Director, EPR Architects

A community project in collaboration with Lendlease

Manor Road Masterplan
Canning Town
EPR’s residential-led masterplan will
deliver 850 homes placed around
a central square and new linear
park contributing 2.3 acres of new
landscaping to Newham’s ‘Green
Grid’. The scheme features a new
33-storey tower, new cycle lanes and
traffic calming measures to prioritise
the pedestrian environment and
connections to public transport.
A range of tenures exist within the
scheme including private sale,
shared ownership, affordable rent
and PRS, with 50% affordable
housing created per phase.
Commercial opportunities will be
located at ground and first-floor
levels; providing high-quality public
amenity space to support the new
square and private podium gardens.
‘We’re delighted to receive
unanimous support from Newham
for this exciting scheme. We’ve
worked closely with GLA, who
are the majority landowner, to
include a 50% affordable housing
provision, which will make it
an exemplar development and
provide much-needed new
housing for the local area.’
Duncan Cumberland
Residential Development Director
at The English Cities Fund

100 Cheapside
City of London
This highly specified building delivers
an elegant, modern, LEED Platinum
workplace of the highest quality.
Internally the design optimises the
configuration of a particularly confined
site, delivering highly flexible space
with efficient floor plates, an elegant
core and a stunning new reception.
This impressive and pronounced
development offers nine storeys of
Grade A office space above prime
retail units.

The project involved creative
reengineering of a consented
scheme to maximise the efficiency
whilst revealing the building’s hidden
potential. Having consulted with the
City’s planners, EPR relocated the
office entrance, made significant
improvements to the office
accommodation and increased the
net area by rationalising the cores
and adding additional office space
on the ninth floor.

Lyle Park West
Newham

This residential-led mixed-use
scheme provides 252 new homes
(of which 35% will be affordable)
directly adjacent to Tate & Lyle’s
historic sugar refinery. EPR’s design
enhances the public realm, creating
a vibrant local centre with 1,078m²
of flexible retail and leisure space.

The opportunity to improve
connectivity through new pedestrian
linkages to the east and north of the
site has resulted in the development
of a central 20-storey landmark
tower next to West Silvertown DLR
station which is flanked by two lower
12-storey buildings on either side.

St James’s Gate Quarter
Dublin, Ireland
EPR’s design comprises the
transition of a largely impenetrable
industrial site in Dublin, Ireland
into a residential-led mixed-use
community which will have a
positive impact on the regeneration
of Liberties and the wider context
of the city. The development of
a sustainable community which
combines homes, workplaces, a
cultural venue and an active public
realm was key to the masterplan.
Consequently, EPR proposed the
reuse of existing buildings where
possible and sought to salvage
materials within the architecture
when demolition was required.
Our proposals include a co-working
office development, the designs of
which stem from a consideration
of employee wellbeing and an
understanding that today’s
office needs to offer more than
just desk space. By creating
flexible, social and stimulating
spaces in which to work and play,
our design transforms a vacant
industrial building into a vibrant
and multifaceted destination.

‘EPR strongly believes that we need to
encourage the professional development of
women and provide them with the access
and support to participate fully in the industry.
As sponsors of AR’s Women in Architecture
programme and members of NAWIC, our staff
are given a forum to share their experiences
and be part of the process of improving
gender equality.’

EPR Architects in support of NAWIC’s Campaign

Tiffany Neller
Director, EPR Architects

‘Mentoring is a huge part of our studio
culture, which supports and encourages
staff to enhance their quality of life with selfdevelopment. Now in our fourth year of the
programme, our aim is to improve awareness
and identity, develop talents and contribute to
the realisation of professional aspirations.’

Giselle Shelton
Associate Director, EPR Architects

More than half of our practice takes part in our own in-house mentoring scheme.

Victoria Quarter
New Barnet

EPR has been appointed to develop
a masterplan and detailed planning
application for approximately
650 new homes on a former gas
works site. EPR’s vision for a new
suburban neighbourhood provides
a coherent and legible network of
green pedestrian routes, streets and
public spaces of varying character.

A series of courtyard blocks,
pavilion buildings and formal
mansion blocks are centred
around a beautifully landscaped
public square which seamlessly
unites the neighbourhood with the
surrounding parkland to create a
community-focused space for both
new and wider residents.

Office Development, Westminster

Eagle House, Westminster

Quayside Quarter
Southall East, Ealing
EPR’s detailed planning application
for the regeneration of the former
Honey Monster Factory site,
designated as a Local Strategic
Industrial Site (LSIS), provides a
significant opportunity to contribute
towards the wider regeneration
of Southall East, providing new
employment opportunities and
much-needed housing in a highly
sustainable town centre location.

The 15-acre site is located within
close proximity to Southall town
centre and its railway station (soon
to become a Crossrail station).
Our masterplan creates a vision
for a truly mixed-use environment
where work and industry, living and
play all come together; providing a
variety of complementary uses and
supported by a high-quality and
well-connected public realm.

Longley Place
Brighton
Our masterplan for Longley
Place is a redevelopment of the
former Longley Industrial Estate,
supporting Brighton’s ambition
to regenerate the city’s New
England district and surrounding
area. The scheme proposes a new
creative community of homes,
workspace, retail and amenity
whilst strengthening connections
to the station and adjacent
neighbourhoods.

The development provides an
opportunity to bring forward a
mixed-use development with an
institutional grade build-to-rent
offer. The success of the scheme
will act as a catalyst to deliver
significant regeneration benefits
to the London Road Area and
strengthen the existing creative
industries in Brighton.

It’s time we put
#RetroFirst
EPR Architects are proud
to support AJ’s campaign
to champion reuse in the
built environment

The Lewis Building, Birmingham

‘EPR is a proud signatory of the AJ’s
RetroFirst campaign. We have a breadth
of experience retrofitting and repurposing
existing buildings, helping to conserve and
enhance existing places and communities.
We believe in the benefit that retrofit makes
because of the substantial embodied energy
savings accumulated in the re-use of existing
buildings and aim to work with our clients
to deliver innovative design solutions that
manifest the identity of place.’
#RetroFirst

Jason Balls
Main Board Director, EPR Architects
and BCO Board of Management Officer

The Ned, City of London

Cavendish Square
Marylebone
EPR’s innovative intervention of
an underused basement car park
transforms one of London’s vacant
squares into a cultural space and
retail venue. Following the existing
curve of the green space above, the
scheme carves out a multilayered
space which houses art galleries,
start-ups, social spaces, bars,
restaurants and a succession
of independent retailers.

‘Our design injects energy into
an important area of London
and creates a place that unites
the surrounding districts; art,
entertainment, relaxation and
innovation are all infused into one
multifaceted destination breathing
new life into the gardens above.’
Stephen Pey
Director, EPR Architects

NoMad London
Bow Street Magistrates
Court, Covent Garden
As architect and lead designer,
EPR’s sensitive refurbishment and
extension will transform the Grade II
listed Bow Street Magistrates Court
and Police Station into a luxury
lifestyle hotel and Police Museum.
Historically the most famous court
in England, the police station
was once home to the Bow Street
Runners and both the courthouse
and holding cells accommodated
many famous defendants including
the Kray Twins and Oscar Wilde. The
hotel will be the first offering in the
UK and Europe for this successful
American luxury lifestyle brand.
‘Bow Street has an enthralling
history, boasting stories of
legendary figures — many of whom
drove social and cultural change.
This project aims to harness
these stories and with a sensitive
reinvention of the historic
buildings, create a modern-day
icon full of vibrancy and life.’
Mark Bruce
Main Board Director
and Head of Hotels,
EPR Architects

One Grosvenor Square
Mayfair
No. 1 Grosvenor Square is a superprime residential development
converting the former Canadian
Embassy (MacDonald House)
into one of the most prestigious
addresses in the world. The
development comprises 48 luxury
apartments and townhouses
including a penthouse on
the seventh floor that offers
panoramic views across London.
Whilst the project is a new-build
development, the Grosvenor Square
and Grosvenor Street façades were
removed and reinstated over a new
structure and interiors in order to
maintain the building’s presence
on the square. The development
includes a 25m swimming
pool, a spa, a gym, a residents’
lounge and a public restaurant.
Basement parking is accessed
via a car stacker. EPR is working
in collaboration with Eric Parry
Architects to deliver their consented
scheme and Yabu Pushelberg
to deliver the interior design.

The Lewis Building
Birmingham
The original Lewis Department
Store has been restored through a
sensitive and sustainable design,
delivering almost 110,000ft 2
of prestigious Grade A office
accommodation set in the thriving
Colmore Business district. Through
careful remodelling, the building’s
core has been reconfigured to
provide the most efficient layout
with a 1:8 occupancy density.

‘The Lewis Building is an archetype
of 21st Century office design. By
making creative interventions
whilst respecting the building’s
best qualities, we have given the
scheme a new identity founded
in the grandeur of its 1920s
industrial heritage.’
Scott Paton
Director, EPR Architects

Heritage building hotel resort, UK

60 London Wall, City of London

Wellington Hotel
Covent Garden
The Wellington Hotel sits at the
heart of London’s West End in
close proximity to the vibrant
Covent Garden. Comprising the
refurbishment and combination
of a diverse range of buildings, the
project includes the provision of
146 guest rooms, one townhouse
and a ground-floor lobby, bar and
restaurant that will activate street
frontages and enhance the local
public realm.
A new rooftop restaurant and bar
will provide exceptional views
across the Covent Garden
Plaza. EPR’s design will deliver a
hotel with strong architectural
character, bespoke best-in-class
interiors and an array of exciting
guest experiences.

The Old War Office
Whitehall
Located in the heart of Whitehall, this
iconic Grade II* listed former government
building, which has housed secretaries
of state Lord Kitchener, T. E. Lawrence
and John Profumo as well as Winston
Churchill during World War II, will be
transformed into a five-star flagship
Raffles hotel, restaurants, spa and 85
private residences.

Lincoln House
High Holborn
EPR’s proposals for Lincoln
House sensitively refurbish and
reinvent a tired office building
with contemporary contextual
architecture, creating a flexible
workplace befitting the everevolving Holborn. The project will
involve partly demolishing the
rear of the building in order to
re-core and improve key views
from Lincoln’s Inn Fields, providing
large amounts of natural light
for the wellbeing of users.
The introduction of a doubleheight reception to the retained
neoclassical façade will increase
street presence and provide an
arrival experience worthy of the
building’s commanding location.
‘The design of the building knits
together the existing High
Holborn façade and the new
build Lincoln’s Inn elevation,
creating a workplace which
will contribute to the evolving
Midtown office market.’
Jason Balls
Main Board Director, EPR Architects
and BCO Board of Management Officer

The Great Scotland Yard Hotel
Whitehall
This Edwardian building was once
used by the Ministry of Defence as a
recruiting office during the First and
Second World Wars and later as a
library. The sensitive conversion and
extension transform the building into
a luxury lifestyle hotel that provides
153 unique and characterful guest
rooms on its upper floors with a
restaurant, parlour tearoom and
two bars at ground floor.

‘Hyatt’s first UK opening for their
Unbound Collection at Great
Scotland Yard was a technically
demanding project that sensitively
transformed the Edwardian army
recruiting office and its retained
brick and stone façades into a
vibrant and characterful hotel.’
Nick Rayner
Director, EPR Architects

The Ram Quarter
Wandsworth
In 2013 EPR secured planning
consent for a residential-led
mixed-use masterplan which has
transformed the site of the former
Young’s Ram Brewery into a new
urban quarter that celebrates the
strong heritage of the brewery whilst
creating a vibrant new heart to the
centre of Wandsworth Town.

Ten low-rise buildings sit alongside
the heritage brewery complex,
adopting and reinterpreting the form
and scale of the existing industrial
structures to define the urban edges
of the public realm. The high-quality
residential accommodation benefits
from several tranquil and private
elevated gardens.

‘Our sensitive proposals to refurbish
Portsmouth’s much-loved John Lewis
department store — as seen on BBC
Panorama’s ‘How to Save the High Street’
documentary — provide an innovative solution
to UK’s crisis-hit retail districts. Our design
reinvents the building into a new lifestyle hotel
and active communal hub with events,
co-working, retail and F&B offerings.’
#RetroFirst #BBC #Panorama

BBC iPlayer

EPR’s proposals for THAT Southsea as featured
on BBC Panorama’s How to Save the High Street
— now available on the BBC iPlayer

Mark Bruce
Main Board Director and Head of Hotels, EPR Architects

‘As Architects Declare signatories we believe
in advocating for better, more efficient design;
exploring opportunities for regenerative
architecture and aspiring to outperform Carbon
Zero. We are committed to working alongside
our clients to help them reach their sustainable
ambitions through progressive design
approaches and applied technologies.’

Emily Armer
Technical Services, EPR Architects

EPR team at the global climate strike, 2019

Office Development
West End
EPR’s concept proposal for a
bespoke headquarters building
provides ten storeys of office space
facing onto one of Mayfair’s historic
squares. Included in the proposals
are an art gallery and salesroom
which have the potential to extend
over three floors; providing flexible
space for a variety of installations
exhibitions and events.

The double-height entrance takes
reference from a luxurious palette
of materials, incorporating beautiful
finishes complemented by bespoke
furnishings. The adjacent groundfloor members’ club provides
strong colour and style and has
been designed to facilitate flexible
working, socialising and relaxing in
a single environment.

King’s Road Park
Fulham Gasworks

As architects and interior designer
for the 2,000m2 residents’ facilities
of King’s Road Park, EPR’s designs
take inspiration from ‘New Victorian’
styling, emphasising a botanical and
pastoral language through natural
light, exposed structures and an
honest material palette.

Among the facilities are a lounge,
spa, naturally lit swimming pool,
gym, cinema, private dining
area, games rooms and an atrium
garden that acts as the central
focal point interlacing the various
spaces together. Well-considered
furnishings allow for flexible use.

The Forbury
Blackheath
Our design for this mixed-use
development replaced the existing
BMW garage with ten townhouses
and 20 high-quality apartments over
the retained boutique showroom.
The prominent and sensitive
site is located at the heart of the
Blackheath conservation area,
surrounded by well-preserved
regency architecture.

The scheme has a contemporary
aesthetic with a classical flavour,
complementing the dominant
local architectural character and
subtly creating a new sense of
place in the way that it addresses
the neighbouring listed Old Saint
Margaret’s churchyard.

Co-working Space
London

Our designs for a new multi-faceted
co-working building regenerates an
disused red-brick warehouse into
an activated destination hub with a
variety of lifestyle amenities, flexible
working spaces and intergrated art.

Our proposals sensitively restore
the original industrial character of
the warehouse using traditional
trades and materials. Open plan
floors are anchored by central
breakout social meeting spaces.

‘We were incredibly proud to have our work
showcased in the Royal Academy of Arts
Summer Exhibition for the second year running.
Our latest artisan model for The Old Street
Iris comprises over 6,000 hexagonal pieces
of varying timber, each carefully placed by
hand over a five-day period.’

The Old Street Iris, 1:100 model

Tim Catton and Nik von Dimmlich
EPR Modelmakers

‘We aim to create places which allow
communities to thrive. Our involvement
in initiatives like the London Festival of
Architecture allows us to connect with the
end users of our schemes and helps to foster
a sense of ownership for both residents
and those in the wider community.’

Pascal Wensink
Design Director, EPR Architects

The Ram Quarter, London Festival of Architecture walking tour

Co-working Space
Westminster
Our proposal for a special,
multifaceted co-workplace space
in the heart of London is a landmark
office development with an inviting
street presence, activated ground
floor and a distinctive fluted-brick
façade. Art is integrated into the
fabric of the architecture, with
bespoke hand-glazed bricks
reflecting the surrounding tapestry
of rich materials whilst elegantly
echoing the local artisan context.
Our vision for the ground floor is a
hub of activity with a mix of retail,
leisure, bar/café and co-working
spaces. We envisage the lobby
to feel and operate like a hotel
ground floor which will ensure the
space stays vibrant and inviting
thus creating an appealing office
product to potential tenants.

Urban Village
London
EPR’s design proposes the creation
of a new lifestyle-led urban village
comprising 205 residential units,
270 co-living apartments and
5,500m2 of commercial space
that will act as a catalyst for the
wider regeneration of the local
community. The exemplar transportorientated development will provide
sustainable and flexible living and
working opportunities, opening up
the site to create new pedestrian
and cycle connections between
transport nodes and amenities.
Our proposals will activate the
canal-side environment with a new
central public space surrounded
by cafés, bars, restaurants, an
art gallery and a cycle hub. The
new urban canal quarter will be
announced by two high-quality 24
and 21-storey landmark buildings
designed to allow sunlight to reach
the main public space in the north.

The Belfry Resort
West Midlands
EPR has been commissioned by
an affiliate of KSL Capital Partners
to expand The Belfry; an awardwinning golf resort and hotel
located in Wishaw, Warwickshire,
best known for having hosted the
Ryder Cup four times. The project
comprises the creation of newbuild elements within the resort
masterplan including 149 new
guest rooms and a leisure building
featuring a swimming pool and
fitness facilities.

A 600-person grand ballroom will
overlook the signature tenth hole
of The Brabazon golf course and
cater for banquet, social and media
events. EPR’s design has been
developed to have a minimal impact
on the landscape and utilises natural
materials in order to blend in with
its surroundings.

National Magazine House, Soho

‘By celebrating difference and inclusivity,
EPR benefits from a diversity of thinking that
positively feeds back into our design work.
The practice’s approach to recruitment, flexible
working and team structure has resulted in
an exciting and cosmopolitan staff profile.’

Wrocław studio excursion

Chris Castle
Managing Director, EPR Architects

‘We are extremely proud of the collegiate spirit
of our studios. We have a healthy work-life
balance; from weekly life drawing classes
and yoga to regular cultural, sporting and
educational excursions. Our aim is to instil a
strong sense of teamwork and inclusion whilst
broadening knowledge beyond our daily work.’

Dieter Bentley-Gockmann
Director, EPR Architects

EPR’s team at the JLL Property Triathlon 2019

Sculptural Pedestrian Bridge
Brick Street, Mayfair
This pedestrian link bridge across
Brick Street comprises a selfsupporting steel lattice structure
which takes its reference from the
fluted columns and the decorative
cornicing of the art deco interiors
within the neighbouring hotel. The
structure is sculptural and elegant
in form and provides a strong
contrast to the rectilinear forms of
the building’s massing; appearing to
float effortlessly in the street scene.

Our approved proposal for the
neighbouring hotel will see the
demolition of two buildings which
occupy 31-49 Brick Street and the
erection of a stepped five-to-eight
storey building which will operate as
an extension to the Grade II listed
Sheraton Grand Park Lane. A total
of 135 new hotel bedrooms and
additional function and meeting
facilities will be provided as part
of the upgrade.

Westbury Estate
Lambeth
Working closely with St James,
EPR was asked to develop an initial
concept masterplan proposal for a
mixed-use development in Westbury
Estate, Lambeth. Our proposal
comprised 630-650 new homes
arranged around separate character
areas and provided significant
retail space, community amenities
and open areas.
After the completion of our
masterplanning work for the site,
EPR was commissioned to deliver
a detailed planning application for
two residential buildings totalling
approximately 65 residences
and community-focused groundfloor space.

Conington Road
Lewisham
EPR’s Conington Road masterplan
will reinforce Lewisham as a
Metropolitan Town Centre and its
drive to become a more integrated
and sustainable destination. The
proposed development will be an
integral part of the town centre,
providing over 370 new homes of
mixed tenure and size. High-quality
architectural and landscape design
will ensure that the development is
attractive, safe and resilient.

The scheme will be integrated
with neighbouring communities,
bringing regeneration benefits to
surrounding areas and the town
centre. Buildings of appropriate
scale and massing will help to
integrate the old and new along
Conington Road and will repair
the fragmented streetscape.

‘Winning the AJ100 Clients’ Choice Award not
once but twice, is a great tribute to the team
and goes to show the importance we place on
building strong relationships. We owe a huge
debt of gratitude to our exemplary clients,
for whom it is a privilege for us to work with
and on such an exciting range of projects.’

Chris Castle
Managing Director, EPR Architects

London Studio
+44 20 7932 7600
london@epr.co.uk

Manchester Studio
+44 161 519 4910
manchester@epr.co.uk
Wrocław Studio
+48 71 330 77 28
wroclaw@epr.co.uk
www.epr.co.uk
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